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Abstract: This paper presents the first design that combines pseudospark-sourced (PS) electron beams
with a multiple-beam extended interaction oscillator (EIO). The PS electron beam is an excellent
choice for driving EIOs because it has high current density and does not require a focusing magnetic
field. The EIO with coaxial structure adopts the method of multiple electron beams, which plays
a crucial role in improving the average output power. At the same frequency, the EIO operating
in the high-order TM31-3π mode has a larger cavity size than the EIO operating in the traditional
TM01-2π mode. The high-order TM31-3π mode solves the problem of the EIO’s manufacture at high
frequency. In order to verify the above points, a G-band PS multiple-beam EIO operating in TM31-3π
mode has been designed. The beam–wave interaction particle-in-cell simulation results show that
the EIO’s peak output power is 39.2 kW at 217 GHz, and that its efficiency is around 6.1%. The EIO
with six pencil beams operates at a voltage of 43 kV. The total current of the six electron beams is
15 A (equally distributed among the six beams), and the corresponding current density is about
5000 A/cm2. Considering the ohmic loss and the effect of skin depth, the conductivity used in these
simulations is 2 × 107 S/m. The design is an excellent way to improve the output power of EIO
operating at high frequency.

Keywords: extended interaction oscillator (EIO); pseudospark-sourced (PS) electron beam;
multiple-beam; high-order mode; 3π mode; high power

1. Introduction

In recent years, the main research has focused on powerful and reliable electromag-
netic radiation sources ranging from millimeter-wave (MMW) to terahertz (THz). These
radiation sources have a wide range of applications in military and daily life, such as the
identification of security threats, air warning systems, molecular spectroscopy, biomedicine
diagnostics, and high-data-rate communication [1–6]. Compared to conventional semi-
conductor devices, the vacuum electronic devices (VEDs), including extended interaction
klystrons (EIKs) and EIOs, offer a higher output power and are more robust [7]. The EIOs
have the traveling wave tubes’ advantages of wide bandwidth and the klystrons’ ability to
generate high power [8]. Under the same beam parameters, the EIO has a higher unity gain
than traditional coupled-cavity klystrons and traveling wave tubes, which greatly reduces
the total length of the interaction circuit and makes the structure compact [9]. Because of
these excellent characteristics, the EIOs are widely used as the compact, high-power MMW
and THz sources.

The increasing operating frequency of the EIO means the device is very small, which
leads to a significant drop in the input current of the EIO under the same current density.
The electron beams with particularly high current density and precisely focused power
are crucial to EIOs operating at high frequency. In the design, the authors use six PS
electron beams instead of the traditional thermionic cathode system. The PS discharge is a
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self-focusing and transitory gas discharge, and it can be produced at a lower gas pressure
(generally 1–80 Pa). The PS electron beam has a wide range of applications in several
fields, such as high-intensity X-rays, extreme ultraviolet sources, etc. [10,11]. Compared to
the thermionic cathode electron beam, the PS electron beam has many merits, including
high current density and brightness, no need for a guiding magnetic field, and a low
vacuum requirement [12]. The University of Strathclyde carried out the simulations and
experiments of EIOs based on the PS electron beam. In the simulations, the output power
of the W-band pencil beam EIO is 5.6 kW, and the output power of the G-band sheet beam
EIO is 2.1 kW [13].

In addition to using a PS electron beam to improve the current density, the total input
current can also be increased by using multiple beams. The multiple-beam EIO with a
coaxial structure has a large cross-sectional area of EIO electron beams, which further
increases the input current and makes the beam–wave interaction more efficient. The
multiple-beam EIO based on PS electron beams proposed in this paper operates in the
TM31-3π mode. For the same EIO cavity, the operating frequency of the high-order mode is
higher than the operating frequency of the fundamental mode. In other words, the volume
of the EIO cavity operating in the high-order mode is greater than that of the EIO cavity
operating in the fundamental mode at the same frequency. The use of TM31 mode further
increases the cross-sectional area of the EIO electron beams, and also reduces the fabrication
difficulty. At the same time, the use of 3π mode instead of 2π mode helps increase the Z
direction dimension of the device under the same operating voltage.

An original EIO operating at 217 GHz based on PS multiple electron beams is proposed.
In the design, the PS electron beams’ characteristics—high current density and no need for
external magnetic field—are fully utilized; the large structure size of the EIO operating in
TM31-3π mode is also an advantage. It is an effective way to generate high-power MMW
and THz radiation sources. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the PS
multiple electron beam EIO; Section 3 is the preliminary study of the TM31-3π mode; and
Section 4 is the PIC simulation results of the PS multiple electron beam EIO operating in
TM31-3π mode. The conclusions are in Section 5.

2. PS Multiple Electron Beam EIO with Coaxial Structure

Relatively high current density is attractive for extended interaction devices operating
in MMW and even THz ranges [14]. The PS electron beams are widely applied in mi-
crowave radiation sources because they do not require an external magnetic field and have
high current density [13]. The PS discharge belongs to the instantaneous gas discharge in
relatively low air pressure. The current density generated by the PS discharge can reach
up to 104 A/cm2, and its current rise rate can even reach an astonishing 1012 A/s [8,15,16].
A 100A PS electron beam pulse signal was measured in the experiment without an ad-
ditional magnetic field. At the beginning of the discharge, an initial beam of electrons
with ultra-high energy is emitted into the background gas. The original electrons ionize
the surrounding gas, creating a plasma channel. The electrons are all negatively charged,
so there is a repulsive force between them, causing a steady stream of electrons emitted
from the cathode to expel electrons in the plasma. Meanwhile, the ions remain relatively
stationary because of their greater mass. The resulting ion channel can be used to focus
the electron beam, so that the PS discharge does not need an external magnetic field. By
changing the PS electron emission apertures, the emitted electron beams are matched with
different beam tunnels of EIOs, such as pencil beam, sheet beam, and multiple-beam.

Figure 1 illustrates the experimental device used to study the discharge characteristics
of the PS electron beam. As shown in Figure 1, the left half is the PS discharge system,
and the right half is the EIO device. The intermediate electrodes are interspersed with the
insulators to form a five-gap PS discharge setup. The PS electron discharge section includes
a hollow cathode, a voltage probe, an anode, and an external energy storage capacitor. The
additional high-voltage capacitor needs to be added between the cathode and the anode
to provide the discharge energy because the self-capacitance between them is relatively
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low. At the beginning, a vacuum pump reduces the air pressure in the setup to a relatively
small value. A mechanical needle valve controls the gas inlet, and the working gas is
slowly injected. The gas pressure value in the device is kept in a stable state by the slow
pumping of the vacuum pump. Then, the hollow cathode is connected to a high negative
voltage, and the anode is grounded. After the discharge, the resulting PS electron beam is
transmitted from the hollow cavity to the extended interaction circuit through a collimator.
The collimator has six circular holes, each with a radius of 0.12 mm. These holes form
multiple electron beams. A Rogowski coil, which surrounds the emitted PS electron beams,
measures the total current of the electron beams. During the whole process, no external
magnetic field is required.
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Figure 1. The schematic drawing of the five-gap PS electron beam discharge setup and multiple-
beam EIO.

The multiple-beam EIO with coaxial structure [17], as shown in Figure 2, operates in
the G-band. The EIO includes two parts: the output structure and the slow-wave structure.
A standard waveguide is connected to the middle of the coaxial structure through a circular
hole. Nine identical coaxial cavities are connected to a hollow cylindrical coupling cavity
to form a nine-gap interaction circuit. Six cylindrical beam tunnels intersect the coaxial
cavities perpendicularly. Six pencil beams are distributed axisymmetrically in the coaxial
structure. The radius of the six-beam tunnel, 0.13 mm, is slightly larger than the radius of
the six circular holes on the collimator.
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Figure 2. The schematic drawings of the multiple-beam EIO with coaxial structure and its sectional
view on the X-Y plane.

3. Preliminary Study of the TM31-3π Mode

In the same frequency range, the cavity volume of the TM01 mode EIO is smaller than
the cavity volume of the TM31 mode EIO [18]. If a G-band EIO operates in the fundamental
mode, its dimensions in the X and Y directions would be designed to be relatively small.
However, the larger size EIO has more advantages at the same frequency. Firstly, the larger
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size means that the electron beam has a larger cross-sectional area, which greatly increases
the input current at the same current density. At the same time, the large current greatly
improves the output power. Secondly, it is easier to manufacture the bigger slow-wave
structure at high frequency. Therefore, the G-band EIO operating in the TM31 mode is
easier to fabricate than the G-band EIO operating in the TM01 mode.

Compared with the TM01 mode, the electric field distribution of the TM31 mode is
more concentrated on the electron beam tunnels. The left part of Figure 3 shows the electric
field distribution of the EIO’s TM31-3π mode in an X-Y cross section, from which it can
be found that the higher electric field is distributed around the six electron beam tunnels.
The right part of Figure 3 is the electric field distribution of the TM01-2π mode in an X-
Y cross section. The higher electric field is mainly distributed on the ring covering the
electron beam tunnels. The following CST Particle Studio simulations show that the EIO
operates in TM31-3π mode when the electron beam voltage range is 38–43 kV, and that
the main operating mode of the EIO changes to TM01-2π when the electron beam voltage
exceeds 43 kV.
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Figure 3. The difference between the electric distribution of TM31 mode and the electric distribution
of TM01 mode in an X-Y cross section.

Figure 4 shows the dispersion curve of the multiple-beam EIO. The synchronous beam
voltage of the TM31-3π mode is 38 kV. It can be seen from the dispersion curve that the
2π mode operating voltage of the multiple-beam EIO is greater than its 3π mode operating
voltage. In other words, the 3π mode has a longer period length than the 2π mode under
the same operating voltage, according to the EIO’s synchronous condition. Long period
length is undoubtedly an advantage for the fabrication of slow-wave structures in the
G-band and even the terahertz band. The comparison of period lengths and gap lengths
of various G-band extended interaction devices are listed in Table 1. The other extended
interaction devices in Table 1 all operate in 2π mode, and the period length and gap length
of the multiple-beam EIO operating in 3π mode are relatively long. Operating in 3π mode
significantly helps to increase the Z-direction dimension of an EIO.

Table 1. Period lengths and gap lengths of various G-band extended interaction devices.

Extended Interaction
Devices Period Length Gap Length

A sheet beam G-band EIO [19] 0.56 mm 0.18 mm
A double sheet beam G-band

EIO [20] 0.4 mm 0.12 mm

A G-band EIK [21] 0.16 mm 0.08 mm
The multiple-beam G-band

EIO mentioned in this paper 0.75 mm 0.29 mm
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4. PIC Simulation of the PS Multiple Electron Beam EIO Operating in TM31-3π Mode

The authors used the CST Particle Studio to simulate the multiple-beam EIO. In the
simulations, the input voltage is 43 kV and the input current is 15 A in total, which is evenly
distributed among six electron beams. The magnitude of the axial magnetic field is 2.2 T,
which is used to focus the electron beam. In Figure 5, a stable output signal of 39.2 kW,
lasting 30 ns, has been realized at a frequency of 217.36 GHz. The oscillation startup time
is very short, about 5.5 ns. The short oscillation startup time meets the requirement of
fast oscillation of an EIO driven by PS electron beam. It can be seen from the frequency
spectrum of the output signal that there is no mode competition in the multiple-beam EIO
operating in the high-order mode.
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Figure 5. Time-dependent output power and frequency spectrum of CST Particle Studio simula-
tion results.

The output power of 39.2 kW would exceed the power capacity of the single G-
band standard waveguide. However, this paper is only a preliminary design and mainly
discusses the improvement of the slow-wave structure by the combination of multiple
PS electron beams and TM31-3π mode. In the follow-up designs, the authors will use
multiple output ports to solve this problem. In the previous EIO experiments based on PS
discharge [13], the output powers in the experiments were all much lower than the output
powers in the simulations. Therefore, there is no need to worry about the power capacity
of standard waveguide.
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Figure 6a shows the 3D trajectory of the electrons in the multiple beam tunnels, from
which the obvious electron bunching can be found. Periodic electron density modulation
occurs as the electrons with higher energy keep up with electrons with lower energy.
Simultaneously, part of the electrons’ power is converted into high frequency power.
Figure 6b depicts the EIO’s electric field distribution at the Y-Z plane. The electric field
distribution of the 3π mode in the slow-wave structure is similar to that of the π mode.
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Figure 6. (a) A snapshot of 3D trajectory of the electrons in the six beam tunnels and (b) the EIO’s
electric field distribution at the Y-Z plane after oscillation.

The trends of oscillation startup time and efficiency over electron beam voltage are
plotted in Figure 7. The oscillation startup time with the voltage first decreases and then
increases. The oscillation startup time data in Figure 7 are all extremely short, and they are
far below the duration of pulse generated by the PS discharge. The efficiency peaks when
the operating voltage reaches 43 kV and drops sharply when the operating voltage exceeds
43 kV. When the voltage range is 39–43 kV, the oscillation frequency is around 217 GHz and
the operating mode is TM31-3π mode. When the voltage of the electron beams exceeds the
optimal operating voltage, the output power and efficiency of the EIO drops sharply and
the operating mode changes at the same time. In other words, when the voltage is 44 kV or
even higher, the interaction circuit will operate at the non-3π mode.
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Figure 8 shows the EIO’s oscillation startup time and its output power as influenced
by the conductivity of background material. As the conductivity decreases, the output
power decreases and the oscillation startup time increases. The surface ohmic loss is an
unavoidable problem for EIOs, especially for devices operating at high frequency. When
the surface roughness of the metal deteriorates, the loss increases sharply. As can be seen
from the left-most data in Figure 8, when the conductivity of the background material is
only σCu/10 (0.57 × 107 S/m), the output power can still reach 26 kW.
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5. Conclusions

This paper presents a preliminary design of a multiple PS electron beam EIO operating
in the G-band. The device combines the advantages of multiple PS electron beams with the
characteristics of TM31-3π mode. The PS electron source has extremely high current density
and brightness and can self-focus without an external magnetic field. The merit of multiple
electron beams is that the total electron beam cross-sectional area can be dramatically
increased compared to only one electron beam. At the same frequency, the high-order
mode can increase the cavity size of the interaction circuit compared to the fundamental
mode, which further increases the cross-sectional area of the electron beam and increases
the input current. Under the same operating voltage, the 3π mode has a longer period
length than the traditional 2π mode, which means that the Z-direction dimension of the
EIO operating in 3π mode is relatively large, such as the gap length. The advantages of
3π mode combined with the characteristics of high-order mode undoubtedly reduce the
difficulty of fabrication.

The 3D PIC simulation results show the multiple PS electron beam EIO can steadily
operate in the TM31-3π mode. The frequency spectrum shows that there is no mode
competition. The beams’ voltage is 43 kV, and its current is 15 A in total, evenly distributed
among six electron beams. The device has an output of 39.2 kW at 217 GHz, which
corresponds to an efficiency of 6.1%, considering the conductivity of 2× 107 S/m.
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